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CALL  FOR  MIXED MEDIA

The Ford Program in Human Development Studies and Solidarity and the Kellogg Institute for

International Studies, part of the Keough School of Global Affairs at the University of Notre

Dame, announce the 14th annual Human Development Conference.

For fourteen years, the Human Development Conference  has provided a forum  for

undergraduate students from a wide range of backgrounds and disciplines who are passionate

about development to engage in dialogue about development research.  

The 2022 Human Development Conference, themed Our Global Responsibility: Seeking

Inclusive Growth Amidst Widening Inequality, will encourage participants to consider how

inclusive, person-centered approaches to human development might help understand, address,

and combat the rapidly growing inequities that exist within our world. Building off of last year’s

conference theme, The Future is Now: Innovative Responses to Global Adversity, the 2022

conference seeks to shed light on the continued need for interdisciplinary innovation grounded

in inclusivity and our responsibility as global citizens to collaborate with the communities most

directly affected by the issues we seek to address during these times of widespread disparity.

Undergraduate students interested in sharing art projects of mixed media: click here to apply.

The final submission deadline is Friday, January 14th, 2022, at 11:59 PM. These

projects include but are not limited to: paintings, videos, collages, drawings, photos, sculpture,

ceramics, etc.

https://nd.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_5mrof06Mv10VfkG


Mixed Media Requirements: To have a piece considered at the 2022 HDC, you may submit

up to 2 pieces total. Media can include photos, videos, paintings, drawings, ceramics, culture,

posters, collages, or another form of media. For each piece please include:

● Title

● Location of media

● Approximate date of media

● A paragraph-long description of the work. We want to hear about the people, the place,

and how creating the piece of media affected your understanding of human development.

Please keep the following considerations in mind when submitting media:

● All submissions MUST have been created by the individual submitting the piece.

● Whether the people in the photo or video would want to see their likeness displayed as it

is in the piece of media. Photos or videos of children or individuals who were not able to

consent to have their photo taken should not be submitted.

● Consider media carefully and ensure that you do not submit a piece of media that might

negatively impact a person’s safety or reputation.

More information can be found on our website and Instagram.

We hope that you will join us in participating in this important conversation!

https://kellogg.nd.edu/2022-human-development-conference
https://www.instagram.com/notredamehdc/

